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Abstract The strong nonlocal thermal equilibrium (NLTE) emission in the upper atmosphere impedes the
usage of Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) temperature channels near 4.3μm in the operational data
assimilation. This study explores the bias characteristics of those temperature channels near 4.3μm with
and without a fast NLTE model implemented in the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM). It is shown
that the biases of those temperature channels can reach up to 12 K and are dramatically reduced to below 4 K
during daytime by the fast NLTE model with small differences from the nighttime biases. However, the
biases after applying the NLTE correction remain large for CrIS upper atmospheric temperature channels
during both daytime and nighttime. A further investigation suggests that the remaining biases in those
temperature channels mainly originate from the cold biases in the stratospheric temperature profiles of
National Center for Environmental Prediction Global Forecast System (GFS) forecasts as input to CRTM. The
cold biases reach the maximum of about 8 K near the tropics at about 1 hPa, decreasing toward higher
latitudes and lower altitudes.

1. Introduction

Hyperspectral infrared sounders are a new generation of infrared instruments with very high spectral
resolution and represent a significant enhancement over the legacy of High-Resolution Infrared Radiation
Sounder series, which have been on board National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) opera-
tional polar-orbiting satellites before Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) as well as European
Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellite operational polar-orbiting satellites. Three hyper-
spectral infrared sounders including Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) on board Aqua satellite since 2002,
Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) on board MetOp-A/MetOp-B satellites since 2006, and
Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) on board Suomi NPP satellite since 2010 are discussed here due to their
similar instrument characteristics and numerical weather prediction (NWP) applications. Many data assimila-
tion experiments have been conducted on those hyperspectral infrared sounders including AIRS clear-sky
radiance [McNally et al., 2006], AIRS cloudy radiance [Pangaud et al., 2009], and IASI clear-sky and cloudy
radiance [Guidard et al., 2011]. Those studies have indicated the great value of hyperspectral infrared
measurements in improving the skill of short-range and mid-range forecasts.

Although AIRS and IASI have been assimilated operationally since 2004 and 2007, the temperature channels
near 4.3μm CO2 bands were seldom used due to a strong nonlocal thermal equilibrium (NLTE) effect. The
NLTE effect generally occurs above the stratosphere where the rate of energy exchange between molecules
excited by chemical and radiative pumping processes (e.g., OH(ν), solar radiation and aurora) is far greater than
that excited by infrequent molecular collisions [López-Puertas and Taylor, 2001; Petty, 2006; López-Puertas and
Funke, 2015]. Consequently, the emission near 4.3μm is significantly greater than that expected from Planck’s
law under the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) assumption. The fast LTE radiative transfer models (RTMs) that
are widely used in the routine data assimilation systems lack the ability to model the NLTE effect, leading to
the large differences between observed and simulated radiances near 4.3μm where CO2 has strong bands.
An important assumption made in all data assimilation systems is that both observations (xo) and simulations
(xb) are unbiased. In reality, xo and xb can be treated as the true state (xt) plus the respective bias (μ):

xo � xb ¼ xo � xtð Þ � xb � xtð Þ ¼ μo � μb (1)

where fg is the mathematical expectation operator. From the above equation, it is seen that the large
differences between xo and xb are correlated to the large sum of μo and μb. Since the data assimilation
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system is blind to systematic errors (i.e., biases) [Dee, 2005], the bias characterization is very critical for
satellite data assimilation otherwise any uncorrected bias can degrade a model forecast very quickly
[Auligné et al., 2007].

The NLTE emission can be computed in monochromatic line-by-line (MNLBL) models including the general
line-by-line atmospheric transmission and radiative transfer model developed by Edwards [1992] and the
line-by-line radiative transfer model (LBLRTM) developed by Clough et al. [2005]. Those MNLBL models
need CO2 vibrational temperatures which are computed externally by NLTE models. The local kinetic
and CO2 vibrational temperatures are then employed to calculate the modified optical depth and source
function from which the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) monochromatic radiance including the NLTE effect
can be computed. The channel radiance can be calculated by convolving the monochromatic radiance
with the instrument’s spectral response function. However, an MNLBL model is computationally too
expensive for operational applications. Several regression methods were thus developed to simulate the
NLTE emission in the fast LTE RTMs using MNLBL models’ simulations to train the regression coefficients.
For instance, DeSouza-Machado et al. [2007] developed a fast NLTE RTM for AIRS. The MNLBL model,
kCARTA, was employed to calculate the daytime radiances from 48 diverse atmospheric profiles, which
were then used for generating the regression coefficients as a function of six solar zenith angles and six
satellite zenith angles for this fast NLTE RTM. The numerical results indicated that the NLTE emission is
much more important for 4.3 μm CO2 bands than for 15 μm CO2 bands. It was also found that the NLTE
emission can add as large as 10 K to the observed brightness temperature (BT) near 4.3 μm during daytime.
Chen et al. [2013] recently developed and incorporated a fast NLTE model into the Community Radiative
Transfer Model (CRTM) [Weng, 2007; Han et al., 2007] based on LBLRTM which utilizes the line parameters
from the high-resolution transmission molecular spectroscopic database [Rothman et al., 2009] and the
same CO2 NLTE populations as DeSouza-Machado et al. [2007]. An extensive test of this fast NLTE model
was carried out for IASI observations. After using this fast NLTE model, the biases during daytime for IASI
temperature channels near 4.3 μm were significantly decreased to less than 1.5 K, which are similar to
the magnitudes of nighttime biases.

CrIS was designed to inherit the operational and climatological tasks from AIRS with similar spectral and
spatial resolutions. It shares similar temperature channels near 4.3 μm CO2 bands that are affected by a
strong NTLE effect. The bias characteristics of CrIS temperature channels near 4.3 μm before and after
implementing the NLTE model in CRTM are investigated in this study. As mentioned above, the bias char-
acterization is a necessary step for CrIS data assimilation. Two important differences are made compared
to prior studies [DeSouza-Machado et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013]. One is that the reanalysis field is replaced
with the forecast field as input to CRTM, considering that the reanalysis fields are not used in the opera-
tional data assimilation cycle. Another is that the spatial and temporal domain is occupied by Hurricane
Sandy. In NWP, the cloud detection is more challenging during hurricane events. More important, the
model performs quite badly in forecasting the hurricane, especially for its intensity. In this case, it means
that the Global Forecast System (GFS) forecast model might be characterized by the unusual error com-
pared to other weather conditions. The selection of this domain and time period enables the author to
test the performance of fast NLTE model in the real forecast environment and find possible problems
which prevent the effective data assimilation of those shortwave temperature sounding channels. It is
worth mentioning that the deep convections associated with hurricanes can induce the atmospheric
gravity waves (AGWs) that propagate into the stratosphere. Hoffmann et al. [2014] analyzed the temporal
and spatial patterns of stratospheric AGWs using AIRS and IASI observations. The results indicated that
the stratospheric AGWs driven by deep convections can be well captured by temperature channels
near 4.3 μm CO2 bands for both AIRS and IASI measurements. The small differences in the patterns of
stratospheric AGWs captured by both instruments are mainly due to the differences in the characteristics
of two hyperspectral infrared sounders. It is expected that the direct assimilation of CrIS temperature
channels near 4.3 μm potentially has a positive impact on forecasting deep convections associated
with hurricanes.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experiment setup. CrIS observations used in
this study are described in section 3. The fast NLTE model implemented in CRTM is briefly described in
section 4. Section 5 discusses the numerical results related to the bias characteristics of CrIS temperature
channels near 4.3μm. Summary and conclusions are given in section 6.
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2. Experiment Setups

The CRTM was developed at the Joint Center for Satellite Data Assimilation of NOAA to simulate the TOA
radiance and calculate the Jacobian functions for remote sensing applications. As a part of National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS), it also plays an impor-
tant role in the NCEP GDAS operational data assimilation system [Parrish and Derber, 1992]. In this study, the
simulated BT of CrIS temperature channels near 4.3μm is provided by CRTM version 2.1.3 in which the fast
NTLE model has been implemented.

The Global Forecast System (GFS) is a sophisticated numerical forecast model [Kanamitsu, 1989; Kalnay et al.,
1990; Kanamitsu et al., 1991]. It consists of the following four interacting models: a sea ice model, an ocean
model, a land/soil model, and an atmospheric model. Several changes have been made to the GFS in order
to improve its forecast performance since its first release at the National Meteorological Center [Caplan et al.,
1997; Szunyogh et al., 2008; Han and Pan, 2011]. The GFS 6 h forecast field is used as input to CRTM for this
study. It provides the water vapor, ozone, and temperature profiles as well as surface type, temperature,
and wind speed. The GFS 6 h forecast field has 64 vertical levels with model top located at about 0.26 hPa.
The horizontal resolution of GFS 6 h forecast field is 0.3125° × 0.3125°. It is worth mentioning that the GFS
forecast field does not provide the CO2 profile. The mixing ratio of CO2 is set up to a constant value of
380 ppm in this study.

The ERA Interim reanalysis field is produced by four-dimensional variational assimilation system at the
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [Dee et al., 2011]. Since the reanalysis field
assimilates abundant conventional and satellite observations, it serves a good reference of the Earth atmo-
spheric state compared to the forecast field. The ERA Interim reanalysis field is therefore widely utilized in
data assimilation experiments [Dee and Uppala, 2009; Poli et al., 2010; Dee et al., 2011] and climate model
evaluations [Sylla et al., 2010; Solman et al., 2013]. In this study, a grid transformed version of ERA Interim
reanalysis field on pressure levels is used to evaluate the GFS forecast field. It has 37 vertical levels with model
top located at about 1 hPa. The horizontal resolution of ERA Interim reanalysis field is 0.7031° × 0.7031°.

3. CrIS Observations

CrIS is a Fourier transform spectrometer and measures the TOA radiance in an infrared spectral range from
650 to 2550 cm�1 (15.4 to 3.92μm). It provides a total of 1305 channels, which can be divided into longwave
(650 to 1095 cm�1, 15.4 to 9.13μm), midwave (1210 to 1750 cm�1, 8.26 to 5.71μm), and shortwave bands
(2155 to 2550 cm�1, 4.64 to 3.92μm). The spectral resolutions of longwave, midwave, and shortwave bands
are fixed at 0.625 cm�1, 1.25 cm�1, and 2.5 cm�1, respectively. Only a subset of 399 CrIS channels is selected
for NWP applications [Gambacorta and Barnet, 2013]. The bias characteristics of those 399 CrIS channels with
and without the NLTE correction are examined in this study. Out of those 399 channels, channels 1 to 184
detect the longwave infrared radiance, channels 185 to 312 provide the midwave infrared radiance, and
channels 313 to 399 measure the shortwave infrared radiance.

As a cross-track interferometer, CrIS measures 30 fields of regard (FORs) along a single scanline. Each FOR
consists of nine separate fields of view (FOVs). The size of CrIS FOV is 14 km at nadir. Since the nine FOVs
within a single FOR experience different optical paths and horizontal distortions along a single scanline,
they tend to have distinctive bias characteristics. In order to avoid the inconsistencies among nine FOVs,
only the center FOV is selected within a single FOR for this study. The data set has a regional domain
extending from 40°S to 80°N and 150°W to 10°E during the life cycle of Hurricane Sandy from 0600 UTC
22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012. The weighting functions of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to
383 (2255 to 2385 cm�1) calculated from the U.S. standard atmosphere are shown in Figure 1. The CrIS tem-
perature channels covering this spectral range from 2255 to 2385 cm�1 (4.43 to 4.19 μm) are affected by
the noticeable NLTE effect. Channels near 2255 cm�1 (i.e., channels 347 to 352) mainly detect the infrared
radiance between 300 hPa and 100 hPa below the stratosphere and therefore are not affected by very
strong NLTE effect. Channels 371 to 376 near 2325 cm�1 (4.3 μm) mainly measure the upper stratospheric
temperature between 20 hPa and 10 hPa where the NLTE emission can contribute as large as 10 K to the
observed BT. The weighting function peak of channel 383 (2385 cm�1) drops down near 300 hPa, implying
a weak NTLE effect on this upper tropospheric sounding channel. It is seen that the usage of temperature
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channels near 4.3 μm with weighting function peaks above 300 hPa is restricted by the significant NLTE
effect [DeSouza-Machado et al., 2007].

For the bias characterization of CrIS observations, only clear-sky CrIS pixels are employed in this study. The
clear-sky CrIS pixels are identified using the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiative Suite (VIIRS) cloud mask
(VCM) products. VIIRS on board Suomi NPP satellite is designed to improve the moderate resolution imaging
technology as a successor of both Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer and Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer. VIIRS has a total of 22 spectral bands, including one day-night band with a hor-
izontal resolution nearly fixed at 750m, five imaging resolution bands (I bands) with a horizontal resolution of
375m at nadir, and 16 moderate resolution bands (M bands) with a horizontal resolution of 750m at nadir
[Cao et al., 2013]. Those spectral bands work together to identify whether a moderate resolution pixel from
VIIRS is confidently clear, probably clear, confidently cloudy, and probably cloudy in VCM products [Kopp
et al., 2014]. The number of VIIRS moderate resolution pixels falling in a single CrIS pixel can be calculated
with the help of their geolocation information. The clear fraction of each CrIS pixel is determined by calculat-
ing the percentage of VIIRS pixels flagged as clear over the total of VIIRS pixels inside each CrIS pixel:

clear_fraction ¼ Numclear_pixel

Numcloudy_pixel þ Numclear_pixel
(2)

The CrIS pixels with clear fractions equal to one are treated as clear sky and employed in this study. The
confidence percentage of each clear-sky CrIS pixel is determined by calculating the ratio of VIIRS pixels
flagged as confidently clear to the total of VIIRS pixels inside each CrIS clear-sky pixel:

confidence_percentage ¼ Numconfident_clear_pixel

Numprobable_clear_pixel þ Numconfident_clear_pixel
(3)

It is found that some CrIS clear-sky pixels at high latitudes are still potentially contaminated by clouds with
large values of observed BT (O) minus simulated BT (B) for CrIS surface channels. Therefore, a simple quality
control (QC) method is applied for this data set by removing those CrIS clear-sky pixels with confidence
percentages less than one at latitudes equal to or larger than 50°N. The total number of CrIS clear-sky pixels
passing the QC method is approximately 20,000 for daytime and 20,000 for nighttime.

Figure 1. Weighting functions for CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 (2255 to 2385 cm�1) calculated from the U.S.
standard atmosphere.
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4. The Fast NLTE Model in CRTM

This fast NLTE algorithm is based on the LBLRTM version 11.7 in which some minor bugs related to NLTE
were fixed [Chen et al., 2013]. The LBLRTM applies the NLTE modification factors for CO2 bands near 4.3μm
[Edwards et al., 1993; López-Puertas and Taylor, 2001]. The NLTE factors used here have been computed exter-
nally by a NLTE model, as described by DeSouza-Machado et al. [2007]. The total of 48 distinctive training pro-
files from University of Maryland, Baltimore County [Strow et al., 2003] was input into LBLRTM to calculate the
daytime NLTE radiance at each channel as a function of six given solar zenith angles θsuni i ¼ 1; 2;…; 6ð Þ and
13 given satellite zenith angles θsatj j ¼ 1; 2;…; 13ð Þ. The daytime NLTE radiance obtained from LBLRTM was

used to determine the regression coefficients at each channel αchk θsuni ; θsatj

� �
k ¼ 1; 2; 3ð Þ for three predictors,

including a constant, a mean kinetic temperature T1 from 0.005 to 0.2hPa, and a mean kinetic temperature T2

Figure 2. Spatial distributions of O-B of CrIS channel 367 (2325 cm�1, 19.73 hPa) during daytime (a) without and (b) with
including the NLTE effect in B as well as (c) nighttime for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC
31 October 2012.
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from 0.2 to 52hPa. The daytime difference between NLTE and LTE radiance at each channel Δrch θsuni ; θsatj

� �
for

any pair of θsuni and θsatj can be estimated as follows:

Δrch θsuni ; θsatj

� �
¼ αch1 θsuni ; θsatj

� �
þ αch2 θsuni ; θsatj

� �
T1 þ αch3 θsuni ; θsatj

� �
T2 (4)

For a given pair of θsun and θsat satisfying θsun< 90° and θsat< 75.5225°, the daytime difference between
NLTE and LTE radiance at each channel Δrch(θsun, θsat) can be represented by

Δrch θsun; θsatð Þ ¼
X2
m¼1

X2
n¼1

wm;n θsun; θsatð ÞΔrch θsunm ; θsatn

� �
(5)

where θsunm m ¼ 1; 2ð Þ and θsatn n ¼ 1; 2ð Þ are two known solar zenith angles from θsuni and two known
satellite zenith angles from θsatj . They compose of four nearest pairs with respect to the input pair of θsun

and θsat. wm,n (m, n = 1, 2) are the interpolation weights that are determined by the bilinear interpolation
from the four nearest pairs of θsunm and θsatn to the input pair of θsun and θsat. The NLTE radiance at each
channel can finally be obtained by simply adding Δrch(θsun, θsat) to the LTE radiance:

rchNLTE θsun; θsatð Þ ¼ r chLTE θsun; θsatð Þ þ Δr ch θsun; θsatð Þ (6)

It is worth noting that the mean differences between this fast NLTE model and the NLTE calculation by
LBLRTM are below 0.002 K, which are negligible as pointed out by Chen et al. [2013].

5. Numerical Results of Bias Characterization

A single-temperature channel near 4.3μm is first tested. The spatial distributions of O-B of CrIS channel 367
(2325 cm�1, 19.73 hPa) during daytime without and with including the NLTE effect in B as well as nighttime
for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012 are provided in Figure 2. The
pressure of 19.73 hPa represents the peak of channel weighting function. The data point is treated as night-
time when the data solar zenith angle is equal to or larger than 90°, which is consistent with the definition of
nighttime in CRTM. By comparing Figures 2a and 2b, it is found that the values of O-B can reach up to 16 K
before applying the NLTE correction and are greatly decreased to below 6 K after using the NLTE model dur-
ing daytime. The larger values of O-B appear at higher latitudes, implying that there exist larger errors in
either O or B for subpolar and polar regions. It is worth mentioning that the values of O-B are consistent over
difference surface types, despite the fact that the land and ice emissivities used by CRTM contain large uncer-
tainties [Vogel et al., 2011]. As the CO2 absorption near 4.3μm is strong enough to eliminate the surface con-
tribution to the TOA radiance, the observed TOA radiance originates from high altitudes. This is particularly
relevant at the centers of strong lines. The fast NLTE model generally captures the radiance differences
due to NLTE emission during daytime. Comparing Figures 2b and 2c, the spatial distributions of O-B are simi-
lar with smaller values at midlatitudes in the Northern Hemisphere and larger values near the equator during
nighttime. Figure 3 displays the scatterplots of O versus B for CrIS channel 367 (2325 cm�1, 19.73 hPa) during
daytime without and with including the NLTE effect in B as well as nighttime for all clear-sky pixels from
0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012. The solar zenith angles are indicated in colors. The
dashed line represents a linear regression between O and B. It is noticed that the values of O-B are nearly
independent of solar zenith angles, indicating that the reflected solar radiance by the surface can hardly
affect the TOA radiance due to strong 4.3μm CO2 absorption. From Figures 3a and 3b, it is seen that the data
points are closer to the diagonal line (the ratio of O over B is equal to one), and the slopes of data points are
more approaching one after applying the NLTE correction during daytime. This suggests that the NLTE effect
which is dependent on the solar zenith angle is well reproduced. The more compact distribution of data
points after using the NLTE model implies a systematic decrease of variation of O-B values during daytime.
As also seen during nighttime (Figure 3c), the data points are still mainly concentrated above the diagonal
line after applying the NLTE correction during daytime, implying that there exist errors in either O or B. It is
also noticed that the data points are more scattered with the lower BT during nighttime (Figures 3b and 3c),
which results in a larger root-mean-square error during nighttime.

Figure 4 exhibits the biases and standard deviations of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 for all
clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012. Daytime results with and without
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including the NLTE effect in B are indicated in red and blue, respectively. Nighttime results are indicated in
black. It is seen that the biases of CrIS temperature channels near 4.3μm can be as large as 12 K before
applying the NLTE correction and are dramatically decreased to below 4 K after using the NLTE model during
daytime. The biases during nighttime are of similar magnitudes to that during daytime after using the NLTE
model. The standard deviations of those temperature channels near 4.3μm can be as large as 2 K before
using the NLTE model and are smaller than 1 K after applying the NLTE correction during daytime. It is worth
mentioning that the standard deviations of those temperature channels during nighttime are slightly larger

Figure 3. Scatterplots of O versus B of CrIS channel 367 (2325 cm�1, 19.73 hPa) during daytime (a) without and (b) with
including the NLTE effect in B as well as (c) nighttime for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC
31 October 2012. The solar zenith angles are indicated in colors. The dashed line represents a linear regression
between O and B.
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than that during daytime after using the NLTE model. Since the upper stratospheric temperature profiles are
used to calculate the NLTE emission, the errors in upper stratospheric temperature profiles could lead to the
inaccurate estimation of NLTE emission and therefore might reduce the variation of O-B values during
daytime by underestimating the NLTE effect for a portion of data points which should lie closer to the diag-
onal line after applying the NLTE correction. This feature is also seen in the single channel test before (more
scattered distribution of data points during nighttime in Figure 3c).

The daytime biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 (2255 to 2385 cm�1) as a function of solar
zenith angle without and with including the NLTE effect in B for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October
to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012 are shown in Figure 5. It is found that the daytime biases can be larger than 10 K
for CrIS temperature channels 360 to 375 (2297.5 to 2360 cm�1) and reduce quickly outside this spectral
range before applying the NLTE correction. The daytime biases of those temperature channels are decreased
significantly to below 5 K after using the NLTE model. It is worth noting that the daytime biases of CrIS
temperature channels 360 to 375 are larger at larger solar zenith angles for both NLTE and LTE approaches,
which is not evident for other CrIS temperature channels near 4.3μm. Those temperature channels mainly
measure the radiance coming from the upper stratosphere. As the solar zenith angles are highly correlated
to the latitudes for Suomi NPP satellite orbits during the chosen time period, the larger daytime biases of
those temperature channels actually imply larger errors existing in either O or B above the lower stratosphere
for subpolar and polar regions not due to the fast NLTE model. The root cause might be the failure of cloud
detection by VIIRS or the errors in GFS temperature profiles at high latitudes, but further study is required to

Figure 4. (top) Biases and (bottom) standard deviations of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 for all clear-sky pixels
from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012. Daytime results with and without including the NLTE effect
in B are indicated in red and blue, respectively. Nighttime results are indicated in black.
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clarify the main error source. Figure 6 provides the biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 (2255
to 2385 cm�1) as a function of latitude during daytime with including the NLTE effect in B and nighttime for
all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012. Two important features are
noticed. One is that the biases of CrIS temperature channels 360 to 375 become larger at higher latitudes with
values up to 4.5 K during both daytime and nighttime, further confirming the existence of larger errors above
the lower stratosphere for subpolar and polar regions. Another is that the biases of CrIS temperature channels
360 to 380 (2297.5 to 2377.5 cm�1) can reach above 2 K during both daytime and nighttime. It is reminded
that CrIS temperature channels 376 to 380 (2365 to 2377.5 cm�1) mainly detect the middle and upper strato-
spheric radiance but experience the relatively weaker NLTE effect compared to CrIS temperature channels
360 to 375 due to the fact that their central wavelengths are in the wings of CO2 bands. The relatively large
biases of those temperature channels 360 to 380 can originate from diverse error sources, including the
instrument error, NLTE model error, and GFS temperature profile error. The instrument error seems to be a
secondary source. A series of publications focusing on the instrument calibration and validation of CrIS
had demonstrated that the radiance measurements of CrIS have small uncertainties in terms of spectral,
radiometric, and geolocation aspects [Han et al., 2013; Strow et al., 2013; Tobin et al., 2013; Wang et al.,
2013]. It is worth mentioning that although the CO2 levels emitting near 4.3μm are very close to LTE
in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere during nighttime, the upper mesosphere experiences the
NLTE emission especially at high latitudes under auroral conditions during nighttime [Winick et al., 1987;
López-Puertas et al., 2004]. Since the NLTE effects in the stratosphere at night are negligible and those
errors appear both during daytime and nighttime (see Figure 6), they cannot be attributable to NLTE.
The above arguments suggest that the GFS temperature profile error is mainly responsible for the large
biases of those temperature channels during both daytime and nighttime.

Figure 7 displays the Jacobian functions of the brightness temperature (TB) with respect to the atmospheric
temperature (T ) for CrIS shortwave channels 360 to 380 (2297.5 to 2377.5 cm�1) calculated from the U.S.

Figure 5. Daytime biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 (2255 to 2385 cm�1) as a function of solar zenith
angle (top) without and (bottom) with including the NLTE effect in B for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October
to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012.
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standard atmosphere. The altitude range within which the concerned channels reach the maximum values is
indicated in gray. It is found that the Jacobian functions of those temperature channels that peak between
2 hPa to 1 hPa are highly sensitive to the atmospheric temperature of this layer. The Jacobian functions of
those temperature channels reach the maximum values at higher altitudes compared to their weighting

Figure 6. Biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 (2255 to 2385 cm�1) as a function of latitude during daytime
with including the NLTE effect in (top) B and (bottom) nighttime for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to
1800 UTC 31 October 2012.

Figure 7. Jacobian functions of the brightness temperature (TB) with respect to the atmospheric temperature (T) for CrIS
shortwave channels 360 to 380 (2297.5 to 2377.5 cm�1) calculated from the U.S. standard atmosphere. The altitude
range within which those channels reach the maximum values is indicated in gray.
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functions that peak between 80 hPa and 10 hPa. From this figure, it is seen that the large cold biases in GFS
temperature profiles exist near the layer between 2 hPa and 1 hPa where a small variation in temperature can
lead to a large variation in BT.

In order to characterize the cold biases in GFS temperature profiles, the ERA Interim reanalysis field is used to
provide a reference of atmospheric temperature above the lower stratosphere. Compared to some highly
accurate observations limited in space and time, the advantage of NWP reanalysis is that every temperature
profile from GFS forecast interpolated to the geolocation of a qualified data point can be evaluated by a
corresponding temperature profile from ERA Interim reanalysis interpolated to that geolocation. In order
to show that the biases in BT mainly result from the biases in atmospheric temperature, only temperature
profiles from ERA Interim reanalysis fields are employed to simulate the BT, while other input variables are
interpolated from GFS forecast fields on ERA Interim pressure levels. As the basis of ERA Interim reanalysis
fields, the ECMWF forecast fields are known to have the seasonally varying biases at high latitudes in the
upper atmosphere [McNally et al., 2006]. Since the temperature profiles from ERA Interim reanalysis tend to

Figure 8. Zonal mean temperature distributions from (a) GFS forecast and (b) ERA Interim reanalysis fields above 10 hPa
mapped to all clear-sky pixels during daytime from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012. (c) The
differences between Figures 8b and 8a (ERA-GFS).
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have the upper atmospheric cold biases at high latitudes during the chosen time period [DeSouza-Machado
et al., 2007], only the data points within a latitude range from 30°S to 30°N are used for assessing the cold
biases in GFS temperature profiles. Both GFS forecast and ERA Interim reanalysis fields above 10 hPa are
mapped to all clear-sky pixels during daytime from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012.
The zonal mean temperature distributions from GFS forecast and ERA Interim reanalysis fields above
10 hPa are shown in Figures 8a and 8b. Compared to ERA Interim reanalysis fields, the GFS forecast fields
underestimate the vertical temperature gradient above 10 hPa. Although the zonal mean temperature from
both GFS forecast and ERA Interim reanalysis is as low as 231 K at equator near 10 hPa, the zonal mean tem-
perature from GFS forecast is about 259 K at equator near 1 hPa, while the zonal mean temperature from ERA
Interim reanalysis can be larger than 267 K at equator near 1 hPa. The zonal mean temperature differences
(see Figure 8c) are larger than 8 K at equator and decrease toward higher latitudes with values below 3 K
at midlatitudes near 1 hPa. The zonal mean temperature differences also decrease greatly with decreasing
altitudes, reaching values below 1 K near 10 hPa. Figure 9 is the same as Figure 8 except for during nighttime.
It is seen that the GFS forecast fields also underestimate the vertical temperature gradient above 10 hPa
during nighttime. The zonal mean temperature from ERA Interim reanalysis can reach up to 267 K at equator

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 except for during nighttime.
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Figure 10. Daytime NLTE-corrected biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 360 to 380 (2297.5 to 2377.5 cm�1) as a
function of latitude from (top) GFS forecast and (bottom) ERA Interim reanalysis fields for all clear-sky pixels from
0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012.

Figure 11. Same as Figure 10 except for nighttime biases.
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near 1 hPa, while the temperature from GFS forecast is as low as 261 K at equator near 1 hPa. The zonal mean
temperature differences near 1 hPa between GFS and ERA Interim reanalysis (see Figure 9c) are about 7 K at
equator and 5 K at midlatitudes. The zonal mean temperature differences decrease moderately toward lower
altitudes, reaching values slightly lower than 2 K near 10 hPa. Compared to daytime temperature differences,
the large values of nighttime temperature differences have a broader vertical and latitudinal distribution.

Figure 10 shows the daytime NLTE-corrected biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 360 to 380 (2297.5 to
2377.5 cm�1) as a function of latitude from GFS forecast and ERA Interim reanalysis fields for all clear-sky
pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October 2012. It is found that the daytime biases of those
upper atmospheric temperature channels based on GFS forecast fields can reach up to 3 K near the equator,
while those based on ERA Interim reanalysis fields are not only smaller than 2.5 K but also confined within
subtropics with maximum values located near 20°S and 20°N. Figure 11 is the same as Figure 10 except for
nighttime biases. It is noticed that the nighttime biases of those upper atmospheric temperature channels
using GFS forecast fields can be as large as 3 K within a latitude range from 30°S to 5°N, while those using
ERA Interim reanalysis fields are only about 1 K observed near 20°S and 20°N. Small negative nighttime biases
are seen near 30°S and 30°N with values below �0.5 K.

The biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 between 30°S and 30°N during daytime after
applying the NLTE correction and nighttime for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC
31 October 2012 using two different input fields are exhibited in Figure 12. The daytime biases of those tem-
perature channels can be as large as 3 K using GFS forecast fields but reduce to below 2.5 K using ERA Interim
reanalysis fields (Figure 12, top). The nighttime biases of those temperature channels can be close to 3 K using

Figure 12. Biases of O-B of CrIS shortwave channels 347 to 383 between 30°S and 30°N during (top) daytime after applying
the NLTE correction and (bottom) nighttime for all clear-sky pixels from 0600 UTC 22 October to 1800 UTC 31 October
2012 using GFS forecast (red) and ERA Interim reanalysis (blue) fields.
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GFS forecast fields but decrease dramatically to below 1 K using ERA Interim reanalysis fields (Figure 12,
bottom). It is worth mentioning that the daytime biases are about 1.5 K higher than the nighttime biases
using ERA Interim reanalysis after applying the NLTE correction, which is consistent with the results shown
by DeSouza-Machado et al. [2007] and Chen et al. [2013]. It is worth noting that Jurado-Navarro et al. [2015]
recently derived the new vibrational temperatures of CO2 levels with new NLTE collisional rates from
Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding high-resolution limb spectra. It is expected that
the incorporation of new CO2 NLTE populations into the fast NLTE model might enhance the consistency
between daytime and nighttime biases.

6. Summary and Conclusions

It is demonstrated that the fast NLTEmodel implemented in CRTM is able to take into account the NLTE effect
for CrIS temperature channels near 4.3μm CO2 bands. Numerical results show that the daytime biases of
those temperature channels are more consistent to the nighttime biases after applying the NLTE correction.
The biases of CrIS upper atmospheric temperature channels 360 to 380 are still above 2 K even after the NLTE
correction during both daytime and nighttime, which are likely caused by the large cold biases in GFS tem-
perature profiles in the upper stratosphere. The cold biases in GFS temperature profiles can reach up to 8 K
near 1 hPa and decrease toward the lower altitudes with values close to 0.5 K near 10 hPa by employing
ERA Interim reanalysis as a reference. The daytime biases of CrIS temperature channels near 4.3μm remain
higher than the nighttime biases after applying the NLTE correction with differences up to 1.5 K using ERA
Interim reanalysis. Further improvements on the knowledge of the NLTE populations of CO2 energy levels
emitting near 4.3μm are then necessary. In this line, the new results recently obtained by Jurado-Navarro
et al. [2015] might explain part of these differences. In addition, since no empirical correcting factor is
included in the fast NLTE model developed by Chen et al. [2013], the model itself might underestimate the
NLTE effect as shown by DeSouza-Machado et al. [2007]. In that study, the empirical adjustment factor for
each AIRS NLTE channel has a value around 1.25. It is also crucial to reduce the cold biases in GFS temperature
profiles above 10 hPa in order to assimilate CrIS temperature channels near 4.3μm effectively during both
daytime and nighttime.

In this study, the NLTE effect on bias characteristics of CrIS shortwave temperature sounding channels
near 4.3μm is assessed using satellite measurements in the hurricane environment. It is worth noting
that ERA Interim reanalysis is not an unbiased reference and limited to the model top. Some independent
satellite measurements including Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry and
Microwave Limb Sounder are more suitable to characterize the GFS temperature biases using a long-term
global data set in the future. Our next task also includes analyzing the temporal and spatial patterns of strato-
spheric AGWs associated with hurricanes using CrIS observations.
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